
Watch film on electronic devices or go to cinema. 

 

In recent years, the rapid development of the internet is has helpeding 

streaming website services to start replace more traditional forms of film in 

cinemacinematic experiences in theatres. In my opinion, although watching 

films on small devices is more convenient, I believe the experience makes the 

cinea superior. Therefore, the argument over whether audiences enjoying 

movies on electronic devices or going to cinema has become an increasing 

topic for debate in our society.  

 

To see viewing films on laptops and tablets there is no need to go to the 

cinemais more convenient and less expensive than the cinema. First of all, 

those who prefer to watch movies on electronic devices emphasise on the 

convenience of using phones or tablets for movies. People A portable device is 

more convenient as the average viewer can enjoy a different category of film 

choose from a wider range of films at any a time of their choosing and if 

something happensthey are interrupted, they can also stop pause and save 

forwatch it later. For example, many people like watching a movie of their 

choice after a hard day at work that they have a huge variety of choiceswhen 

and they can pause the movie if they want to take a shower or have a meal. In 

addition, online video streaming websites are much cheaper than a trip to a 

traditional cinema. For instance, it only cost 30RMB on a Chinese streaming 

website for a monthly membership and you can enjoy thousands of films by 

paying a similarfor the price for of a single cinema ticket.one movie ticket in 

cinema.  

 

However, the idea for watching movies on phones or tablets has been 

criticized by many cinema supporters. The most important crucial advantage 

for watching movies in the cinema is allowing it allows audiences have the 

access to the latest releasesd one. Most movies will be released in cinema 

prior to the publishment being published on a website. In China, movies are 

always released online 1 or 2 months later than in cinema. Furthermore, the 

equipment facilities including 4D cinema, Imax, and surround soundsuch as 

4D or Imax in cinema can  enhance the  viewing experience for audiences, 

especially for some action and fantasy types of moviesblockbuster films with 

many special effects. For example, people will never share the same 

experience for watchingthe experience of watching The Avengers or The Fast 

and the Furious on a phone pales in comparison with the cinema. with those 

who see these film in cinema. 

 

To sum up, people watch movies online by using electronic devices are 

because it is cheaper and more convivenceconvenient. Despite the drawbacks 

of the traditional form of watching movies, I prefer to see a film in cinemagoing 

to the cinema is preferable due to the . The better quality and watching 
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experience of enjoying a movie in cinema can’t be replaced by watching on 

phones or tablets. 
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